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Abst rac t - -A  discrete predictor-corrector SchrSdinger-Poisson system is proposed which has the 
property of mass and energy conservation exactly on the discrete level. The discretization is based 
on the Cranck-Nicholson scheme, which preserves these invariants of the Schr6dinger-Poisson syst;em, 
but involves the solution of nonlinear equations at each time step. A modified linearized scheme is 
proposed where conservation is achieved by introducing a phase modulation in the corrector step. 
@ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many applications, it is necessary to compute the quantum mechanical evolution of an ensemble 
of particles over long periods of time. This involves the solution of the effective one particle 
SchrSdinger equation obtained from a mean field approximation using Coulomb potentials [1], 
i.e., the SchrSdinger-Poisson problem 
0~ h 2 
i ~-g-[ + ~ /xx~ + o v,o = o, 
/kxV = n, 
(1.1a) 
(1.1b) 
for the wave function ~(x, t) and the potential V(x, t), where n(x, t) = [O(x, t)[ 2 is tile expected 
particle density for a pure quantum state in the position space R a at the time t. Here units are 
assumed in which the mass of the particles equals m and 0 = 1 holds in the case of attracting 
forces and 0 = -1  holds in the case of repulsive forces. In the absence of boundary conditions 
(i.e., tbr the open quantum system or for systems in a periodic structure), there is a given set 
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of integral invariants which are conserved for all time [2]. Indeed, there are eleven constants of 
motion: the mass M, the energy E, the linear momentum /5, the angular momentum J, and 
the boost operator (generator of the pure Galilei transformations)/(  that form a closed algebra, 
isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the generators of the Galilei group, with the norm functional M 
playing the role of the inertial mass of the particle. When a discretization of the system is 
necessary, it will be important o preserve most of these invariants through the discretization. 
For example, if the radially symmetric ase is considered, it is a simple matter to check that 
the conservation of angular momentum, linear momentum, and boost holds and it is possible to 
concentrate the efforts in preserving another invariant. However, the practically most important 
usually are the mass of particles, given in terms of the expected particle density, and the total 
energy, in terms of 1/2(h2/mIVg,  I'2 - OVI~I2). So 
0--7 3 I¢(x ' t )12dx = 0, (1.2a) 
0-7 ~ ~ Iv¢12-OVl,~l 2 (x, tDdx=O (1.2b) 
holds [2]. Any stable and consistent discretization ofthe SchrSdinger-Poisson system (1. la), (1. lb) 
will retain the conservation property (1.2a), (1.2b), approximately up to the order of the discretiza- 
tion error. However, if (1.1a),(1.1b) are to be solved over long time intervals, it is desiral~le that 
(1.2a),(1.2b) hold exactly for the discretized system because discretization errors in the conser- 
vation laws (1.1a),(1.1b) will accumulate. As it turns out, it is relatively easy to satisfy (1.2a), 
but not so trivial to satisfy (1.2b) at the same time. In this paper, we present a predictor- 
correetor diseretization of the Schr6dinger-Poisson system (1.1a),(1.1b) which preserves mass as- 
well as energy exactly on the discrete level. The scheme is formulated as an approximation to the 
Cranck-Nicholson scheme, which possesses the desired conservation properties, but involves the 
solution of nonlinear systems at each time step. The conservation of energy (1.2b) is achieved 
by modulating the phase of the correetor step by a term which is of the same order in At as 
the local discretization error. However, this modulation is only possible if the wave function 
is neither purely real nor purely imaginary. The final result is therefore a hybrid scheme which 
requires the solution of nonlinear equations only for those time steps for which either the real or 
the imaginary part of ~b becomes too small. 
The importance of obtaining a discrete system preserving mass and energy is motivated by the 
sensitivity as opposed to the variations of the energy when trying to gain some insight into the 
quantum mechanical dynamics of a single particle in a vacuum or a polar crystal; i.e., the polaron 
problem. This is the case, for example, when the existence of so-called breathing mode solutions 
(changing size oscillatory wave functions) is investigated in the case of attractive potentials with 
negative energy. The existence of these periodic solutions is a consequence of a minimizing 
variational principle with constraints, involving the energy. Therefore, the control of the energy 
in the discrete model will be relevant, see [2]. 
Finally, let us remark that the existence and uniqueness of solutions that justify the approxi- 
mations made in this paper have been analyzed in [3,4]. 
2. THE SPAT IAL  D ISCRET IZAT ION 
We will first define the finite difference discretization of the Laplace operator. This discretiza- 
tion will be of a quite general form but has to satisfy the appropriate identities for the discrete 
equivalent of integration by parts. We define an arbitrarily structured mesh X = {x,,~ : rn = 
1, 2, . . .  } on which the discrete approximation of the wave function ¢ is defined. The approxima- 
tion of the gradient of the wave function is then defined on the dual mesh Y = {y,~ : 'n = 1, 2 . . . .  }. 
Usually, the dual mesh Y will consist of the midpoints of edges connecting two neighboring rid 
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points of the X-mesh. We define the discrete approximation of the L 2 product of variables given 
on these meshes by 
(tt,~¢}X : :  ~ O~mlZ*(Xm)Y(Xm), (U,W)y := E U(yn)HAnW(Y'~)' (2.1) 
mEN hEN 
for some integration weights am and A~, where the A,~ will, in general, be real symmetric positive 
definite matrices. (Here "." denotes the complex conjugate and "H" denotes the Hermitian of 
~ complex vector.) Now let the discrete gradient of a grid flmction u be defined by some vector 
valued finite difference coefficients Dm~. Then we define the discrete divergence of a vector valued 
grid function U by its dual operator with respect o the inner product (2.1). Therefore. 
VDU(yn) := ~ Dnmu(Xm) ,  
mEN 
divD U(xm) := Z 1 T _ __  DnmAnU(y , ,  ) 
nEN OLin 
(2.2a) 
o 2b (+-.) 
holds. With this definition, (u, divD W)x = - (VDU,  W}y holds. Other than the validity of this 
discrete Gauss theorem, we will make no further use of the structure of the spatial discretization 
in this paper. The spatially discretized Schr6dinger-Poisson system is now given by 
h2 
i~ d- ~ AD~ d- OVa) = O, (i..33) 
ADV = I~12, (2.3b) 
AD : :  diVD ~7 D. (2.3C) 
3. THE CRANCK-N ICHOLSON SCHEME 
We now proceed to show that, if the semidiscrete system (2.3a)-(2.3c) is discretized by the 
Cranck-Nicholson scheme (or the trapezoidal rule) in the time direction, mass as well ~s energy 
is preserved exactly on the discrete level. Of  course, using the trapezoidal rule implies solving a 
nonlinear system of equations at each time step, which will, in general, be too computationally 
expensive. However, this conservation property will be important in the next section where the 
nonlinear system is approximated by a predictor-corrector approach. In general, we approximate 
a grid function u on the discrete time level tk by u k, and define the time differencing and averaging 
operators 5t and P+ by 
1 (.uk+l 5t.u k _ 1 (u k+l - uk ) ,  #t.u k = -~ +uk) .  (3.1) 
Atk  
Note that if the spatial mesh (and therefore, the coefficients Dm,~ in (2.2a),(2.2b)) is independent 
of time, the temporal operators 5t,~t commute with the spatial operators VD, diVD, AD. Tile 
Cranck-Nicholson discretization of the Schr6dinger-Poisson system now reads 
h 2 
ih,s,V., + y ~,ADe + 0(,~W)(#,V~) = 0, 
ZXDV = 1012. 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
'Fo prove the mass and energy conservation properties of the scheme (3.2a),(3.2h), we need the 
easily verified identities 
~t(UW) : ([~tU)((~tW) -t-((~tU)([~tW), ~t ([ttl 2) : 2Re[(~t u*) (~t?z)]. (3,3) 
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In order to derive the mass conservation property, we take the inner product of (3.23) with i#t¢ 
and take the real part. This gives, for each of the terms in (3.23), 
2 Re((ptga), (6t¢))x = 6tll~bll2x, (3.43) 
2 Re(i(#t¢)(ptAD¢))x = 2 Re [i((#tVD~)), (#tVD'~))y] = 0 ,  (3.4b) 
2 Re{i(#t¢), (~ttV)(/-tt~)))x ~-- 2 Re [ - i  ((#iV), Ipt'~bl2}x] = 0, (3.4c) 
where we write N¢[[~ for (~, ¢}x. Thus, (3.43)-(3.4c), gives the discrete mass conservation law 
5t]]¢l12x = 0. To show the energy conservation property, we multiply (3.23) by -5t'~b and again 
take the real part. We obtain for each term 
2 Re(-at~b, iat~b)x = 2 Re [-i] la, Wll~] = o, (3.53) 
2 Re(-at,ga, [.ttAD¢}X = 2 Re(atVD~b, [.ttVD'~b)v = 5tllVD'(all~,, (3.5b) 
2 Re( -a~¢,  (~v) (~V, ) )x  = - ( (~v) ,  2 Re [(6t'~)*O,~V,)l)x = - ( (~tv) ,  a , l¢? )x  
= - ( (~tV) ,  6tADV)x = ((~tVDV), (~tVDV)y 
1 1 (3.5c) 
= --~ ( (u#) ,  6~A,:,V)x - -~ ( (~/ ' ,oV) ,  ~V).,c 
1 at(V, ADV)x  = 1 = -~ -~ a~ (v ,  I¢12)x . 
Adding up the estimates in (3.53)-(3.5c), gives the energy conservation equation 
5, [helIVD¢ll~ - 0 {V, I¢li}x] -- o. (3.6) 
Note that if we had discretized the nonlinear term V¢ in (2.33) by the midpoint rule (i.e., 
by #t(V¢) instead of #tV#t¢), energy would not be preserved exactly at each time step. 
4. THE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR SCHEME 
We now proceed to approximate the second-order accurate Cranck-Nicholson scheme of the 
previous section, which requires the solution of the nonlinear system of equations (3.23),(3.2b), 
for ~b k+l, V k+l at each time step, by a predictor-corrector scheme of the same order, requir- 
ing only the solution of linear equations at each step. One step of the predictor corrector 
scheme will be of the form ~p} -~ ¢},1 __~ ~pk,2 __, ~pk+l where ~bk,l,~b k'2 denote the interme- 
diate stages of the scheme. To this end, we define the stage-time differencing and averaging 
operators 5(i) (1) ~(2) (2) 6~Duk t ,#t ,°t ,#t by = (1/Atk)(u k'l - uk), etc. Given Ck, the predictor step is 
then given by 
i ~(1)°/'k h2 ( ) ,ovt w + -~#I1)AD~ bk +OVk #~1)¢k = 0, (4.13) 
AD vk'l  : I'*k'l] 2 . (4.1b) 
Note that, since the term ptV in (3.2a) has been replaced by V k in (4.13), this represents two 
decoupled linear equations for ¢k,1 and V k,1. The standard corrector step is now given by 
h2 ].t~2) AD'@k -[-O(.~X)g k) k .  t ] ~-- O, (4.23) 
SDVk'z= I,,k,~l~. (4.2b) 
Again, this represents two decoupled linear systems for ¢k,2, Vk,2 since V k,1 and (#~l)Vk) are 
known at this stage. It is easily verified that scheme (4.13)-(4.2b) is second-order consistent in 
time. As in Section 3, discrete mass conservation is verified by computing as in (3.43)-(3.4c), the 
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real part of the inner product of (4.2a) with/#12)'~b, which gives 6} 2111'~IIK- = 0. Tl,us, the ,,bvious 
predictor corrector approach preserves mass. To investigate the energy conservation ln'operties 
of (4.1a) (4.2b), we multiply (4.2a) by -a  t ~b and obtain for the first two terms as Iw~ibre. 
The third term in (4.2a), we write as a correction to the nonlinear Cranck-Nicholson scheme and 
obtain 
2Re<-~}2)tD, (#:1'~/') (#:2"(!)) >.\. 
('>)).¥+-' x' , 
Proceeding as in (3.5c), we obtain for the first term on the right-hand side of (4.4), 
1 -(2) IV,  I,~l ~) ~. (4.5> 
For the second term on the right-hand side of (4.4), we obtain 
2 ae \a}~)O, 
(4.~) (~-- ])  1 <( v/c'2- v/'*l :(~12),,t,4,12 / 
X - "\ 
Combining (4.3)-(4.6), we obtain the evolution of the total discrete energy as 
d} ',> [~IIVD~II~-O(V,l~12>x] =O<(V k'tI V ~'~) ,~}2'1~,1">.~. (4.7) 
Therefore, the straight forward predictor-corrector approximation to the Cranck-Nicholson 
scheme preserves mass, but exhibits a spurious gain/loss of the total energy which is ~f or- 
der At a at each time step. (Taylor expansion easily verifies that V ~:'1 - V ~'2 = O(At-') holds.) 
We remedy this situation by modulating the phase of the second stage '~b k'2 of the scheme, setting 
';"a'+'(xm) = 'ek'2(xm)exp[iAtakcog(Xm)], where co is a real paranmter and 9 is some real fml(:tiou 
bounded unifornfly in x. Obviously, this correction does not change the absolute value of 0 a'~, 
;rod therefore, the mass conservation property is retained. Also, adding an order O(A)) cc,rrec- 
~ion at, each step does not destroy the overall second-order accuracy of the method. Using this 
correction, (4.7) becomes 
[h? l lVD~l IG - o (v ,  1~12)x] k+* = [h211VD~,II2. - 0 (V, I'vPl'-')x] ~ + R, 
R = i,, ~ I IVD~k+* I I~  - - I IVD '~k '~ l lg )÷ At,.O ((V at  -- V k'~) , ~}~)1<~) ~. 




The parameter co is now chosen such that the residual R in (4.8a) vanishes identically. This 
involves the solution of a single scalar nonlinear equation for co. In leading order in At,~, the 
parameter c~ is given by 
vk,  Vk,1 ' ~(2)]~, 2 
+ o(zxt~.). (4.9) 
co = 2lt2 At  ~ Re { iV  D (g~k,2) , VD~b k,2) 
Note that tile denominator in (4.9) becomes zero if either the real or the imaginary part. of the 
wave function ~b k'2 vanishes identically. In this case, the modulation strategy brea.ks down. since 
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the parameter w can become arbitrarily large and the corrector loses its consistency. For those 
time steps for which either the real or the imaginary part of ¢ becomes too small, one therefore 
has to revert to the full nonlinear Cranck-Nicholson scheme of the previous section. However, 
this will be a rather rare event, and solving the full nonlinear system (3.2a),(3.2b), occasionally 
represents an acceptable computational  cost. On the other hand, if the wave function '& is 
neither purely real nor purely imaginary, the denominator in (4.9) can always be made nonzero 
by choosing an appropriate modulation function g and (4.9) can be used as an initial guess for a 
(scalar) Newton iteration to determine a;. 
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